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We create connections that make the unimaginable possible
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Shaping the future one connection at a time
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Creating game-changing technologies and services that shape our future - that's what we do. By combining creativity, expertise and technology, we open new possibilities in communication for you. And together, we support in resolving global challenges. For example by mitigating climate change and connecting every school in the world.














Discover what limitless connectivity means for you
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Redefine businesses


Grow your business by rapidly innovating and evolving. With limitless connectivity, we make it possible; from secure and agile operation to the factories of the future.
 Discover more
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Improve lives


Connectivity improves our lives every day; from keeping in touch with family to providing financial services. But in the future, it could even mean the augmentation of our abilities.
 Discover more
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Pioneer a sustainable future


From precision agriculture that uses less resources to smart logistics; new solutions for a sustainable economy are on their way. Our connectivity solutions make it happen.
 Discover more





















How we make it possible
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Transforming enterprises


We make the unimaginable possible. That's why we accelerate new and sustainable businesses beyond Ericsson's core business.
 See enterprise solutions
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Networks


We empower people by transforming your future network with future-proof, scalable network architecture and services.
 See network solutions
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Cloud Software and Services


We help you succeed in your transition to cloud-native software and automated networks with the right solutions for CSPs.
 See cloud solutions





















Innovation at the heart of everything we do
















To make the unimaginable possible, continuous innovation is key. That's why we invest in expertise and research and development centers. And with impressive results. Learn more about our innovations.
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Ericsson's history
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We're always looking toward the future, but our journey of ground-breaking solutions and innovative technologies began over 145 years ago. Discover how our story evolved; from manufacturing some of the first telephones to managing networks that process 40% of the world's data.
 Explore our history





















2024: Internet of Things - and more!

For long now, Ericsson has been dedicated to advancing 5G, enabling the Internet of Things. Presently, Ericsson is also engaged in the development of 6G, anticipating that it will deliver an “extended reality” experience, engaging all our senses.






















1991: GSM changes everything

After NMT (1G) came GSM (2G), enabling even more widespread use of mobile telephony. On July 1, 1991, the new European GSM standard was introduced across many European countries, with GSM calls being made in Germany, Finland, Denmark, and Sweden over Ericsson systems. 






















1976: The AXE-switch

The days of analog switches were coming to an end. New electronic and digital systems would replace them – and so Ericsson built the AXE switching system, as a joint venture with Swedish PTT Televerket. AXE was revolutionary in several ways, particularly through its advanced modular system architecture – and Ericsson would prosper with it for many decades to come.






















1956: Mobile telephony awakens

Ericsson's very first mobile phone, designed in 1956, weighed like a young teenager at 40 kilos and was about the size of a suitcase. Perhaps not really “mobile”. And never destined to be a best-seller, since the network that was built to support it couldn’t handle more than 100 subscribers. (In 1987 that Ericsson would release its first real handheld mobile phone, the HotLine Pocket.) 






















1923: 500-switch

When it arrived, the 500-switch automatic telephone system was a mechanical marvel, capable of handling a whopping 500 lines. The first Ericsson 500-switch station was put in operation in 1923. Eight years later, Ericsson had delivered about 100 stations with a total of more than 350,000 lines. Sales continued to increase over several decades. By 1974, when sales eventually started to decline, 4.8 million lines using the 500-switch were in operation in public telephone stations.






















1876: Lars Magnus Ericsson starts a mechanical workshop

In 1876 Lars Magnus Ericsson started a small mechanical workshop in central Stockholm, which went on to become one of the world’s leading information and communication technology companies. In 1880, he launched the first wall-mounted telephone and delivered the first switchboard.







































Our impact



















How we pioneer a sustainable future


We believe in a world where limitless connectivity improves lives, redefines business and pioneers a sustainable future. That's why sustainability and corporate responsibility are at the heart of everything we do. Let us tell you more about our goals and initiatives.
 Learn more
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Join us and become part of our future


Let's push the boundaries of what is possible together. On our career page, you can find everything you need to apply and become our colleague; from vacancies to tips and tricks for your job interview.
 Explore careers























Discover more about our company
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Explore the future in our Experience Centers


Make the future come to live in our Experience Centers. Here we invite our partners to explore new ways to connect with technology and drive change in organizations together with us; whether that is by improving efficiency, reducing costs or improving customer service levels. From technical brainstorms to immersive workshops, over here your best ideas will take shape.
 Learn more














Sourcing


We're always looking for opportunities to optimize and deliver maximum value for our customers. Discover how we're nurturing relationships with partners and suppliers.
 Learn more












Supply chain


We've invested in a next-generation supply plain. This means our customers can benefit from a customized, resilient, sustainable, and end-to-end connected chain.
 Learn more












Security


More than 40 percent of the world's mobile traffic passes through our networks. Discover how we ensure the protection of our assets, resources, and operations.
 Learn more












Quality work


Our ambition is to create value for all our customers. To put that aspiration into action, we've created an Operational Quality Manual that describes how we manage our business.
 Learn more



























































































Part of Ericsson group



Cradlepoint Emodo Ericsson Federal Technologies Group inCode Consulting Red Bee Media Vonage 
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Industry analystsInvestorsMediaPartnersPolicy makersSourcing






Get in touch






Extranet support

Contact us

Phone: +1 972 583 0000 (General Inquiry)
Phone: +1 866 374 2272 (HR Inquiry)
Email: U.S. Inside Sales



Find Ericsson offices
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